
HALT HASS Multi Axis Vibration Tables
What do we need from them?
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ØVibration in 6 degrees of freedom

Degrees of freedom.
In mechanical engineering it defines the number of 
directions that an object is free to move.  
For example if an object is only able to move 
up and down it would be described as having 
a single degree of freedom.
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Electrodynamic vibration table 



Laminate structure
Steel base plate

Aluminium segmented top plate

Hammer

ØTypes of tables available

Laminate structure table  



ØTypes of tables available

Cast aluminium construction table



ØEven vibration distribution in each axis

Cast aluminium tables respond almost like a flat square plate which exhibit a few dominate resonant plate 
bending modes, the frequencies of which are determined by the size of the particular table.
Laminate tables are designed to smooth out some of the bending modes making vibration input more 
uniform across the table.



ØEven vibration distribution in each axis

Vibration input uniformity across a laminate table



ØEven vibration distribution in each axis

Typical input uniformity across tables of solid construction. 



10kHz filter 2.5kHz Filter
X1 = +40% of average grms X1 = +13% of average
Y1 = -7% of average grms Y1 =  0% of average grms
Z1 = -5% of average grms Z1 = -2.5% of average grms

ØEven vibration distribution in each axis



• Comparison of a laminate table PSD to an un-damped cast aluminium construction table. 

Laminate Table Cast aluminium Tables

ØSmooth & repeatable vibration spectrum with a low Crest factor



In ESS, the vibration screening 
effect depends on displacement.
The displacements at 3000 Hz & 
above are useless.

From Laws of Vibration:
Displacement, X = g(3.13/F)2
In vibration, the displacement is inversely 
proportional to the square of the frequency.

ØMaximum energy or grms in the right frequency bandwidth

A molecular measurement



Cast Tables

Laminate Table

Overlay of the two PSD’s shows how much more energy or grms
the laminate table provides at lower frequencies. Also note the very high 
and potentially destructive Crest factor of the cast table.

ØMaximum energy or grms in the right frequency bandwidth



ØWhere is the vibration measured and more importantly what is being measured?

A table rated 50grms or 100grms means nothing unless it is accompanied by the 
following information. 
q Over what frequency bandwidth? 
q Where is the energy concentrated in that frequency band?
q Where is it being measured?
q Is it a Z axis measurement or an average of X, Y & Z?
q Most importantly for a 6 DOF table. How much acceleration is there in the           

Z axis compared to X & Y.

It would be very easy to produce a table to give 200grms but it would be very stiff, 
have a very high frequency band and very little displacement.

Unlike electrodynamic vibration tables whose 
random force is calculated against ISO 5344 there is 
currently no ISO standard against which to measure 
the grms or the force available from HALT HASS 
tables. Therefore it is difficult to compare like for like.



ØVibration measurement accuracy over a wide temperature range

Ideally the vibration measurement needs to take place on the vibration 
table where the Test Unit is located.

q ICP accelerometers cannot survive the -100°C to +200°C temperature range of the 
chamber due to the inbuilt electronics.

q Easy solution move it outside the chamber and measure the underside of the 
vibration table!?

q Transmissibility through the table to the product will probably mean that the Test Unit 
is receiving less vibration input than the control input or in a very resonant table it could 
be a lot more.

q Use charge type accelerometers that have been developed to withstand a greater 
temperature range and can be mounted on the table surface inside the chamber. These 
accelerometers can also be insulated to give them greater protection.

q Vibration response analysis with low mass accelerometers is usually carried out in 
ambient conditions or within the temperature range of this type of accelerometer.



Compression ModeCompression ModeShear ModeShear Mode

ØAccelerometer types

•Shear mode accelerometer offers the best solution because the crystal stack is 
better isolated from the base. 

•ICP (integral electronics) accelerometers cannot survive the temperature range.

Diagrams courtesy of PCB piezotronics Inc



FAQ’s

vCan I change the PSD to reduce energy at certain frequencies?

vCan I select vibration in one axis at a time?

vCan I perform sinusoidal vibration?

vDoes a HALT HASS vibration table replace my electrodynamic table?



ØDo I need big solid expensive fixtures?

Large heavy fixtures will damp the damp the table resonances and reduce the 
Vibration input to the test unit.



ØDo I need big solid expensive fixtures?



Rate of Air Temperature Change 
+200°C to -100°C =3min =100°C/min 
+200°C to 0°C = 1min = 200°C/min 
-100°C to 0°C = approx 15 seconds = 400°C/min 
-100 to +200 = 3.5 min = 85°C/min. 
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Services required for Sigma  HALT/HASS chambers.
Insulated N2 exhaust ducting

SIGMA Chamber

SIVL (Super Insulated Vacuum Line) supply line for LN2 services

VIT (Vacuum Insulated Tank) for bulk storage of LN2 

Compressed air line
                             Air compressor
                    Internal or external

Power 
Typically 
400V, 80-100Amps



Sigma 800-38

965mm x 660mm vibration table 
Acceleration 5-1,000Hz 14grms

5-2,000Hz 33grms
5-3,000Hz 42grms
5-5,000Hz 49grms

Measured on the table surface as an average 
of X, Y, Z axis.

Temperature Range: -100°C to +200°C
Temp rate of change: 80°C/min


